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Computer transistors are as small and fast as physics allows,
so what can be done to speed up computers? Since the 1970’s,
computers have been capable of doing multiple operations simultaneously
on multiple data in parallel, and the newest computer designs are
returning to this, as part of the ever increasing push for parallelisation.
Furthermore, computers are transitioning from high computational
precisions to lower ones. However, scientists are apprehensive
about imprecise calculations, and are willing to wait for an
answer they’re confident in, rather than getting a wrong answer
quickly. So can this new parallelisation be exploited, and can lowprecision ever produce accurate answers? Applications coming up
against this regularly come from weather forecasting, finance, animation,
artificial intelligence, and several other fields, and frequently use or buy
the world’s largest super computers. Ensuring their applications are
using the full spectrum of modern hardware’s capabilities is not only
an academic challenge, but also of substantial financial motivation to
numerous industries. Generating random numbers is a common task
which risks needlessly wasting performance. The central focus of our
research has been to investigate if we cannot only remedy this problem,
but fully exploit the capabilities of new hardware, getting accurate
answers from imprecise calculations.

Random number generation is as it sounds: getting a computer,
which does not behave randomly, to produce a sequence of numbers
which appear random. In mathematics, Monte Carlo methods encompass
techniques which utilise random numbers. If something has an underlying
random behaviour (e.g. stocks), then to estimate properties of this,
we run many simulations, and obtain our estimate by averaging the
behaviour seen in the simulations. Typically, Monte Carlo simulations
use many thousands or even millions of simulations, and require anywhere
from millions up to trillions of random numbers. For more accurate
estimates, Monte Carlo simulations do a combination of two things: run
more accurate simulations, and run more of them so the average is over
a larger aggregate. The common bottleneck in Monte Carlo simulations
is usually waiting for the random numbers. The quicker these can be
produced, the better. So how do we get them faster?

“This research has been really useful.
Oliver helped
optimize an algorithm that is important in many key application areas,
as well as using it to investigate how the performance varies on
different implementations of Arm’s recent SVE architecture extensions.
Fundamental research like this helps underpin the choices made
in future software development and we are very glad to have
been involved in this programme.”
Chris Goodyer, director of engineering, HPC software at Arm

Random numbers are produced using the inverse transform
method, as demonstrated in Figure 1, which unfortunately requires
evaluating an expensive function, and can struggle to benefit from modern
hardware. So how did we speed this up? We replaced the expensive
function with a much simpler approximation, which while less precise,
only takes a small fraction of the time, and produces what we call
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Figure 1 – The inverse transform method produces random numbers
following a desired pattern.

approximate random numbers. In our research, we study the error
introduced from using these instead of the exact ones. Not only can
we quantify how they affect the answer, we developed a mathematical
approach to counteract their error. This means we can reap the
benefits of the faster speed, without losing any accuracy, getting
the best of both worlds.

Computer simulations
To use these random numbers we use what’s called the Monte
Carlo method, which can be described as: run lots of simulations of
whatever is of interest, compute the average of what you see, and that’s
approximately the answer. The more simulations you run the more
accurate your answer is. For most people, computing averages is easy,
but how does someone “simulate”? Running a simulation is asking a
computer to do the following: given where something is now, and knowing

how it behaves, guess where it will be in the future. The simplest method
of making this guess, when subject to random influences, is the EulerMaruyama scheme. There are two factors influencing the prediction: one
isn’t random, and the other is (e.g. traders buying and selling stocks
randomly influences their price). To simulate the random bit we need
a random number, and we propose giving the scheme our approximate
random numbers, where some example simulations are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 – A non-random process (

), and three Euler-Maruyama simulations (

The Euler-Maruyama scheme is simple, robust, and there’s
not much that it struggles with, so why tamper with it? Speed.
Modifying the scheme to substitute exact random numbers
with approximate ones, we can run simulations much faster,
improving the accuracy of any Monte Carlo estimate. However,
we cannot overlook that we compromised the quality of our simulations,
and this will introduce some error. Is this significant though, or even

).

noticeable? In our research, we’ve shown that the error introduced is
limited in size and is easily reduced to an acceptable level by increasing
the approximation’s fidelity. So we gained speed but introduced error.
Fortunately, with a little effort, we can have the best of both worlds. An
extension of regular Monte Carlo, known as multilevel Monte Carlo allows
us to use the speed but lose no accuracy, with mathematical certainty.

Several branches of industry rely on the fast generation of random
numbers, with applications including: animation rendering, encryption,
financial simulations and options pricing, machine learning, and weather
forecasting, to name just a few. Our ideas are immediately applicable
to several of these. Furthermore, industries utilising a simulation
method called the Monte Carlo method can directly benefit not only
from the increased speed, but because of our theoretical analysis, they
can be confident that they can gain vast speed improvements without
compromising accuracy, reassured by our mathematical proofs.
The key industry likely to benefit most immediately and to the
greatest extent from our research is the finance industry. In our research,
we demonstrate our ideas using financial simulations. We investigated
simulations using the Black-Scholes description for stock prices and the
Cox-Ingersoll-Ross description of interest rates, and demonstrate speed
improvements by a factor of 250, where a simulation taking five
hours can be reduced down to a single minute! Being able to
run these simulations so quickly offers several benefits: pricing options
quicker for high frequency trading, pricing derivatives more accurately
for market calibration, simulating portfolios quicker for improved live
risk modelling and quantification, and improved sampling speeds for
machine learning applications.

